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Agence Violette is delighted to present BR Design Interieur
a Paris-based design studio founded by Raphaëlle Levet & Bénédicte Pierens. 

Interior designers and founders of BR Design Interieur, Raphaëlle Levet et Bénédicte Pierens first met while working 
together at French interiors magazine, Elle Décoration. After training at the prestigious Ecole Boulle in Paris they established 
separate interior design agencies,  working individually on residential and commercial projects. In 2017 their professional paths 
crossed again when they joined forces for the renovation and design of the Hôtel Doisy**** in Paris. Following this project they 
established an interior design agency together, BR Design Interieur.

Working on numerous design projects, ranging from interior architecture, design consulting and sourcing for both a residential 
and commercial clientele, BR Design Interieur is defined by a sophisticated simplicity and lightness of touch. Together they create 
inspiring interiors with a touch of femininity, taking inspiration from the past to create contemporary interiors with personality 
and an easy-going, Parisian-chic attitude. Favouring the use of natural light and subtle colour palettes, their singular and creative 
designs employ unexpected material associations and imaginative solutions to the structuring of a space. 
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// Projects 

/Hôtel Doisy****
/Paris 17e

Hôtel Doisy**** is a boutique hotel ideally situated in the 17th arrondissement of Paris, a stone’s throw from the Arc de Triomphe. It 
was recently renovated entirely by BR Design Interieur. 

BR Design Interieur’s sophisticated, elegant and quirky design mixes botanic references with natural materials and muted colour 
palettes. Flora and vegetation provide a guiding thread to the design and the choice of wall decoration. The use of cane and 
natural wicker is omnipresent throughout the hotel. More information and images are available on request. 
Hôtel Doisy - 55 avenue des Ternes 75017 Paris - www.doisy-etoile.com
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/Residential apartment
/Paris 7e

To request more information, high resolution imagergy and or an interview, please contact : 
Agence Violette - Helena Amourdedieu - helena@agence-violette.fr - +33 (0)6 2033 6730

brdesigninterieur.com

BR Design Interieur have re-structured and designed this 1970s penthouse apartment in the 7th arrondissement of Paris, over-
looking the Eiffel Tower.  Their subtle and cosy design favours natural materials such as brass, marble, zellij and granite,  paired 
with work by a selection of iconic designers (Gubi, India Mahdavi, Sarah Lavoine). A bucolic atmosphere reigns throughout, 
thanks to the beautiful garden terrace that runs alongside the living and dinning rooms (BR Design collaborated with landscape 
gardeners, Urban Green for the design of the terrace).  Douglas pin cladding has been employed to modernise the exterior facade, 
giving it a graphic and contemporary feel. 


